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Abstract 
The even-odd effects in prompt emission received less attention compared to the extensively studied Z even-odd effects in 
fragment distributions. In this context, the present work is focusing on the even-odd effects (in both Z and N) appearing in 
the prompt emission of even-even nuclei fissioning spontaneously (252Cf, 236,238,240,242,244Pu) and by thermal neutron 
induced fission (233,235U, 239Pu). The study shows that these effects are mainly due to the Z even-odd effects in fragment 
distributions and ǻZ and the N even-odd effects in average neutron separation energies. The most pronounced even-odd 
effect in prompt emission is observed for the prompt neutron multiplicity, its global size decreasing with increasing 
fissility. The N even-odd effect in <Sn>, influences the global even-odd effect in prompt neutron multiplicity often in an 
opposite way compared to the Z even-odd effect. The global N even-odd effect in <Sn> is considerably higher in the case 
of 236-244Pu(SF) compared to other neutron induced fissioning nuclei with comparable mass. <Ȟ>(TKE) shows an increase 
of the Z even-odd effect with increasing TKE. Compared to 233,235U(nth,f), 239Pu(nth,f) and 252Cf(SF) for which these 
effects show a decrease for heavier fissioning systems, in the case of 236-244Pu(SF) this behaviour is not visible. The 
comparison of even-odd effects of 240Pu(SF) and 239Pu(nth,f) showed i) a higher even-odd effect in Y(Z) and ǻZ for SF 
confirming the Z even-odd effect decrease with increasing excitation energy and ii) the higher N even-odd effect in <Sn> 
for SF impacts the prompt emission leading to a lower Z even-odd effect in prompt neutron multiplicity of 240Pu(SF) 
compared to 239Pu(nth,f). 
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1. Introduction 
Among the characteristics of fission fragment distributions in low-energy fission the Z even-odd effect is 
considered as an interesting feature, also because it contains information about the saddle to scission process 
important in modeling. Experimental data measured by various techniques showed that the most pronounced 
staggering of the charge distribution Y(Z) is for the even-even fissioning nuclei. The neutron even-odd effect 
received less attention since only Z and A of post-neutron fragments are known experimentally with sufficient 
accuracy, any primary effect being masked by the prompt neutron emission. Also, it should be kept in mind 
that due to the even-odd staggering in neutron separation energy (Sn) the neutron evaporation brings an even-
odd effect of its own. Comparatively to the extensively studied even-odd effect in fragment distributions, the 
even-odd effect in prompt neutron and Ȗ-ray emission received less attention. For this reason the present work 
is focused on the even-odd effects, in both Z and N, appearing in prompt emission.  
Because the even-even fissioning nuclei revealed the most pronounced even-odd effect in Y(Z), in the 
present paper the even-odd effects in prompt emission are discussed for this type of nuclei. The results of 
different prompt emission quantities provided by the Point-by-Point (PbP) model (e.g. prompt neutron 
multiplicity as a function of Z, Ȟ(Z), of A, Ȟ(A), of TKE, <Ȟ>(TKE), prompt Ȗ-ray energy EȖ(A) and <EȖ>, 
prompt neutron spectra, PFNS, and average prompt neutron energy <E>) reveal even-odd fluctuations due to 
both Z and N.  
The global size of the even-odd effect in any quantity (generically labeled “q”) characterizing the FF or the 
prompt emission can be expressed as: 
( ) ><><−><= qqq NZoddNZevenq //δ (1)
The even-odd effects are also visible in different average quantities as a function of A or as a function of 
TKE, obtained by summing separately over even Z (or N) and over odd Z (or N), such as: 
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In the case of cold fission the Z even-odd effects at low total excitation energies (total excitation energy 
TXE < 9 MeV) are negative. In the same time the cold fission is coming close to neutron-less fission 
Gönnenwein (1991), with low TXE values making the neutron evaporation from fragments impossible, being 
forbidden by physical considerations (at least when the fragment excitation energy is lower than Sn). Because 
the present work is referring to prompt emission, cold fragmentations are not taken into account. To avoid any 
limit situation the fragmentations with TXE < 9 MeV were excluded. 
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2. Even-odd effects in the prompt emission of 235U(nth,f), 233U(nth,f), 239Pu(nth,f) and 252Cf(SF) 
These four fissioning systems were chosen for a first study because they benefit of accurate experimental 
data of fragment distributions Y(A,TKE) and prompt emission. Details of the even-odd effects in fragment 
distributions and prompt emission quantities of these fissioning systems are given in Tudora et al. (2014). 
Here we mention briefly only the most important features. The global even-odd effect in their Y(Z) 
distributions is decreasing from about 21.9% for 235U(nth,f) to 4% for 252Cf(SF) confirming the experimental 
observation of a decrease of the global even-odd effect with increasing mass of the fissioning system and with 
decreasing fissility (see Tudora et al. (2014) and references therein). In the asymmetric fission region the 
charge polarizations ǻZ(A) and the root-mean-squares rms(A) of the charge distributions at each A, p(Z,A), 
exhibit oscillations with a periodicity of about 5 mass units due to the even-odd effect (Gönnenwein (1991)). 
Their amplitudes are decreasing from 235U(nth,f) (with pronounced oscillations of ǻZ(A) and rms(A)) to 
252Cf(SF) (for which the oscillations are almost vanished). 
The study of the even-odd effects in the prompt emission of these nuclei showed that these effects are 
mainly due to the Z even-odd effects in fragment distributions and charge polarizations and to the N even-odd 
effect in the average neutron separation energy <Sn> obtained from the sequential neutron emission from 
fragments. 
The most pronounced even-odd effect in prompt emission is for the prompt neutron multiplicity. The 
average prompt neutron multiplicity as a function of Z, <Ȟ>(Z), has a sawtooth shape and exhibits a visible 
staggering for asymmetric fragmentations. The size of the global Z even-odd effect in prompt neutron 
multiplicity (calculated according to Eq. (1)) shows a decrease with increasing fissility, from about 9% for 
235U(nth,f) to about 6% for 252Cf(SF) (see details in Tudora et al. (2014)).  
The N even-odd effect in <Sn> influences the global even-odd effects in prompt neutron multiplicity often 
in an opposite way compared to the Z even-odd effect. Examples of <Ȟ>(Z) and <Sn>(N) are given in the left 
and right part of Fig. 1, respectively.  
Examples of even-odd effects in average quantities as a function of A and as a function of TKE (according 
to Eq. (2)) are given in Figs. 2 and 3 (average quantities obtained by summing over all Z with black circles, 
over even Z with red squares and over odd Z with blue diamonds).  
The oscillations with a periodicity of about 5 mass units are more visible in the plot of the ratios of <Ȟ>(A) 
of even Z and odd Z fragments to <Ȟ>(A) of all fragments, see the right part of Fig. 3. The global even-odd 
effect in <EȖ> is lower than the even-odd effect in <Ȟ> and it is also decreasing with increasing fissility (see 
the left part of Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 1: Left part: <Ȟ>(Z) of 235U(nth,f). Right part: <Sn>(N) of 252Cf(SF) obtained from sequential emission (red circles) in comparison with 
the approximation Sxn/x (gray stars) with the same value of x for all fragments (here with x=3) . 
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The increase of the even-odd effect in prompt neutron multiplicity with TKE and the decrease of this effect 
for heavier fissioning systems are better visible in the left part of Fig. 4 where the following function is 
plotted as a function of TKE: 
( ) )()()()( TKETKETKETKE oe ><><−><= νννδν (3)
Even-odd effects are also visible in prompt fission neutron spectra (PFNS). An example is given in the 
right part of Fig. 4 in the usual representation as a ratio to a Maxwellian spectrum. The experimental data 
(plotted with open symbols) are renormalized to the calculated total PFNS (red line). In the low energy part of 
the spectrum the deviations from the total PFNS of spectra given by even Z fragments (blue dashed line) and 
by odd Z fragments (green dash dotted line) are small for all studied fissioning systems. Up to prompt neutron 
energies of about 2 MeV the spectra of odd Z fragments are higher than those of even Z fragments, above 
these energies the spectra of even Z fragments are higher than those of odd Z fragments. 
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Fig. 2: Ȟpair(A) of 235U(nth,f) in the left part and <Ȟ>(TKE) of 252Cf(SF) in the right part. In both parts the prompt neutron multiplicities of 
even Z fragmentations are given with red squares, of odd Z fragmentations with blue diamonds and of all Z with black circles. The 
experimental data are plotted with different open symbols. 
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Fig. 3: Left part <EȖ>(A) of 233U(nth,f) (of all Z with black circles, of even Z with red squares, of odd Z with blue diamonds) in comparison with 
experimental data (open triangles). Right part: ratios of <Ȟpair> of even Z fragmentations (red circles) and odd Z fragmentations (blue diamonds) to 
<Ȟpair> of all fragmentations for 239Pu(nth,f). 
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The Z even-odd effects in <E> (first order momentum of PFNS) are comparable in size with those in <EȖ> 
and show a decrease with increasing fissility, too. For near symmetric fragmentations (pairs with AH < 130) 
the even-odd effects in prompt neutron multiplicity are low reflecting the behaviour of fragment distributions. 
Different average quantities (<q>(A), <q>(Z), <q>(TKE), <q>) –being dependent on FF distributions- are 
affected by the Z even-odd effect in Y(A,Z,TKE). The N even-odd effect in <Sn> and the behaviour of ǻZ(A) 
enter the primary matrices q(A,Z,TKE) which are not depending on Y(A,Z,TKE).  
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Fig. 4: Left part. The size of the Z even-odd effect in <Ȟ> as a function of TKE. Right part: PFNS of 239Pu(nth,f) as a ratio to a Maxwellian spectrum, 
PFNS of even Z fragments with a blue dashed line, of odd Z fragments with a green dash dotted line and of all fragments with a red line. The 
experimental data renormalized to PFNS of all Z are plotted with different open symbols. 
3. Even-odd effects in the prompt emission of 236,238,240,242,244Pu(SF) 
3.1. Even-odd effects in the charge distributions and charge polarizations of 236-244Pu(SF) 
The available experimental Y(A,TKE) data of Pu(SF) of Demattè (1996) and Schillebeeckx et al. taken 
from EXFOR (2014) allowed the study of even-odd effects in fragment distributions and the prompt emission 
of 236-244Pu(SF). The Y(A,Z,TKE) distributions are needed to obtain different average quantities (as a function 
of A, of Z, of TKE and total average ones) characterizing both the fission fragments and the prompt emission. 
Y(A,Z,TKE) were obtained by multiplying the experimental Y(A,TKE) data with the charge distribution at 
each A, p(Z,A), given by the Zp model (Wahl (1988)) with appropriate parameters and considering 11 charge 
numbers Z at each A.  
The staggering of the Y(Z) projections is visible in Fig. 5. The global size of the even-odd effect in Y(Z) 
(given in each part of Fig. 5 and in the first column of Table 1) is increasing from 236Pu(SF) to 244Pu(SF) 
confirming the general observation of a decrease of the even-odd effect with increasing fissility. 
The charge polarizations ǻZ(A) are obtained by fitting the calculated p(Z,A) with Gaussian functions, the 
most probable charges Zp(A) being the values on which the fitted Gaussian functions are centered and  
ǻZ(A)=Zp(A)–ZUCD(A). The ǻZ(A) results for 236-244Pu(SF) are plotted with red circles in Fig. 6. As in the 
previous studied cases, in the region of asymmetric fragmentations ǻZ(A) (and rms(A), too) exhibit 
oscillations with a periodicity of about 5 mass units due to even-odd effects. 
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In the case of the fissioning nucleus 240Pu, for comparison, ǻZ(A) of 239Pu(nth,f) (fitted by Wahl (1988)) is 
also given with open squares. It can be observed that the amplitudes of ǻZ oscillations are higher in the case 
of 240Pu(SF) than for 239Pu(nth,f), confirming the decrease of the even-odd effect with an increasing excitation 
energy. The values of total average <ǻZ> (obtained by averaging ǻZ(A) over experimental Y(A)) are of 
about |0.5| in all cases (with minus sign for the heavy fragment group and plus sign for the light one). 
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Fig. 5: Y(Z) projections of Y(A,Z,TKE) distributions of 236-244Pu(SF). The Y(A,Z,TKE) distributions are obtained by multiplying the 
experimental Y(A,TKE) data with the charge distributions p(Z,A) given by the Zp model.
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Fig. 6: The charge polarizations ǻZ(A) of 236-244Pu(SF) (red circles) obtained by fitting the charge distributions p(Z,A) at each A provided by 
the Zp model with Gaussian functions. In the case of 240Pu, for comparison, the ǻZ data of 239Pu(nth,f) fitted by Wahl are given with open 
squares. The total average <ǻZ> (for the heavy fragment group) obtained by averaging ǻZ(A) over the experimental Y(A) distributions are 
given in each of the figures.
3.2. Even-odd effects in the prompt emission of 236-244Pu(SF) 
The fragmentation ranges used in the PbP model calculations are obtained by taking for each mass number, 
A, three charge numbers Z as the nearest integers above and below Zp (taken as ZUCD corrected with the 
ǻZ(A) results plotted in Fig. 6). Before to study the even-odd effects in prompt emission, the PbP results for 
236-244Pu(SF) are validated by the comparison with the scarce experimental data. Examples of a such a
comparison are given in Fig. 7 for <Ȟ>tot (left part) and the prompt neutron distribution P(Ȟ) (right part). As it 
can be seen, the PbP results (red circles) describe very well the experimental data (different black and grey 
symbols). 
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Fig. 7: PbP results (red circles) in comparison with experimental data (different black and grey symbols): of the total average prompt neutron 
multiplicity in the left part and of P(Ȟ) in the right part. 
As in the previous studied cases, the most pronounced Z even-odd effect in prompt emission is for the 
prompt neutron multiplicity. The <Ȟ>(Z) results of Pu(SF) exhibit sawtooth shapes and a visible staggering 
for asymmetric fragmentations. The global Z even-odd effect in prompt neutron multiplicity (given in the 
second column of Table 1) has a decreasing trend with increasing fissility (except 240Pu(SF)). The values of 
the global N even-odd effect in <Sn> (given in the third column of Table 1) are higher than those of the global 
Z even-odd effect in Y(Z) (first column). The global N even-odd effect in <Sn> is increasing with the mass of 
the fissioning nucleus (except 244Pu(SF) for which į<Sn> is lower than for 242Pu(SF)).  
Table 1. Values of the Z even-odd effect in Y(Z) and in prompt neutron multiplicity and of the N even-odd effect in <Sn> for Pu(SF) 
Fissioning nucleus įZ in Y(Z) (%) įZ in <Ȟ> (%) įN in <Sn> (%) 
236Pu(SF) 9.48 6.72 14.05 
238Pu(SF)) 11.07 7.46 16.15 
240Pu(SF) 12.94 6.06 18.08 
242Pu(SF) 13.91 7.57 18.70 
244Pu(SF) 14.21 8.46 17.16 
As in the case of previous studied systems even-odd effects are also visible in different average quantities 
as a function of A and as a function of TKE, in all cases the average quantities obtained by summing over 
even Z fragmentations are higher than those obtained by summing over odd Z fragmentations. The 
oscillations with a periodicity of about 5 mass units are visible in prompt emission quantities as a function of 
A. See as example the plot of the ratios of <Ȟ>(A) of even Z and odd Z fragments to <Ȟ>(A) of all fragments 
for 244Pu(SF) in the left part of Fig. 8.  
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Fig. 8: Left part: ratios of Ȟpair of even Z fragmentations (red circles) and odd Z fragmentations (blue diamonds) to Ȟpair of all fragmentations 
 for 244Pu(SF). Right part: the size of the Z even-odd effect in <Ȟ> as a function of TKE of 236-244Pu(SF). 
The increase of the Z even-odd effect in prompt neutron multiplicity with TKE is visible in the plot of the 
function of Eq. (3) given in the right part of Fig. 8. Compared to the previous studied fissioning systems for 
which įȞ(TKE) show a clear decrease of the even-odd effect for heavier fissioning systems, in the case of 
Pu(SF) this behaviour is not visible. See the right part of Fig. 8 compared to the left part of Fig. 4. 
3.3. Comparison of the even-odd effects of 240Pu(SF) and 239Pu(nth,f) 
The comparison of even-odd effects in the charge distributions Y(Z), charge polarizations ǻZ(A) and in the 
prompt emission of 240Pu(SF) and 239Pu(nth,f) showed the following : 
a) The even-odd effect in Y(Z) of 240Pu(SF) (of about 12.9 %) is higher compared to 239Pu(nth,f) (of about 
12.5 % as reported in Tudora et al. (2014)). This confirms the general observation regarding the decrease of 
the effect with increasing excitation energy of the fissioning nucleus. This fact is also confirmed by the 
behaviour of ǻZ(A) (see Fig. 6) and rms(A) both exhibiting oscillations with a higher amplitude in the case of 
240Pu(SF) compared to 239Pu(nth,f).  
b) The size of the N even-odd effect in <Sn> is considerably higher in the case of 240Pu(SF) than for 
239Pu(nth,f). This is due to the lower fragment excitation energies in the case of SF (TXE being lower in the 
case of SF than (nth,f)), hence more fragments than in the case of (nth,f) emit only one neutron. See the left 
part of Fig. 9 where <Sn>(N) are plotted with full red squares for 239Pu(nth,f) and open blue circles for 
240Pu(SF). It can be seen that the <Sn> staggering in the (nth,f) case is less pronounced than in the case of SF.
c) The even-odd effects in prompt neutron emission are the result of two even-odd effects acting in 
opposite way: the Z even-odd effects in Y(Z) and <TXE> and the N even-odd effect in <Sn>. In other words a 
large global Z even-odd effect in prompt neutron multiplicity is given by a large Z even-odd effect in Y(Z) 
and <TXE> concomitantly with a low N even-odd effect in <Sn>. Consequently in the case of SF a lower 
global Z even-odd effect in Y(Z) and <TXE> together with a much higher N even-odd effect in <Sn> lead to 
a lower global Z even-odd effect in prompt neutron multiplicity compared to (nth,f). See the right part of Fig. 9 
where Ȟpair(AH) is plotted with full symbols for 239Pu(nth,f) and open symbols for 240Pu(SF). 
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Fig. 9: Left part: <Sn>(N) from sequential emission of 239Pu(nth,f) (full red squares) and of 240Pu(SF) (open blue circles) in comparison with 
the case when all fragments emit one neutron. Right part: Prompt neutron multiplicity of complementary fragments as a function of AH 
obtained by summing over even Z fragmentations (red squares), odd Z fragmentations (blue diamonds) and over all fragmentations (black 
circles); full symbols for 239Pu(nth,f) and open symbols for 240Pu(SF). 
4. Conclusions 
The available experimental Y(A,TKE) distributions together with the Zp model prescription with 
appropriate parameters, allowed the investigation of even-odd effects in the fragment charge distribution Y(Z) 
of different actinides fissioning spontaneously (252Cf(SF), 236, 238, 240, 242, 244Pu(SF)) and by thermal neutron 
induced fission (235,233U(nth,f), 239Pu(nth,f)). The size of the global even-odd effect in Y(Z) of these fissioning 
systems confirms the general observation of a decrease of the even-odd effect decrease with the fissility. 
Charge polarizations ǻZ(A) and rms(A) of 236-244Pu(SF) were obtained. As in the case of ǻZ(A) and 
rms(A) fitted by Wahl for 235,233U(nth,f), 239Pu(nth,f) and 252Cf(SF) in the asymmetric fission region both ǻZ(A) 
and rms(A) exhibit oscillations with a periodicity of about 5 mass units due to the even-odd effects. The total 
average <ǻZ> (obtained by averaging ǻZ(A) over the experimental Y(A) distributions) are of about |0.5| for 
all studied fissioning systems. 
The comparison of ǻZ(A) and rms(A) of 240Pu(SF) with those of 239Pu(nth,f) (reported by Wahl) shows that 
they are oscillating in phase with a higher amplitude in the case of 240Pu(SF), confirming the higher even-odd 
effect in the case of SF compared to (nth,f). 
The even-odd effects in different average quantities characterizing the prompt emission (as a function of Z, 
of A, of TKE and total average ones) are mainly due to the Z even-odd effects in fission fragment 
distributions and charge polarizations and to the N even-odd effects in the average neutron separation energy 
from fragments (resulted from the sequential emission). 
The most important Z even-odd effect in prompt emission is for the prompt neutron multiplicity. The PbP 
model results of the average prompt neutron multiplicity as a function of Z (<Ȟ>(Z)) exhibits sawtooth shapes 
with a visible staggering for asymmetric fragmentations. The size of the global Z even-odd effect in the 
prompt neutron multiplicity shows a decreasing trend with increasing fissility. 
The average prompt neutron multiplicity as a function of TKE shows an increase of the Z even-odd effect 
with increasing TKE for all studied fissioning nuclei. In the case of 233,235U(nth,f), 239Pu(nth,f), 252Cf(SF) the 
even-odd effect in <Ȟ>(TKE) is decreasing for heavier fissioning systems. For the į<Ȟ> values as a function of 
TKE of 236-244Pu(SF), being close to each other, a decrease of į<Ȟ>(TKE) for heavier fissioning nuclei is not 
observed. 
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The N even-odd effect in <Sn> influences the global even-odd effects in prompt emission often in an 
opposite way compared to the Z even-odd effect. The values of the global N even-odd effect in <Sn> are 
higher in the case of 236-244Pu(SF) compared to 233,235U(nth,f), 239Pu(nth,f), 252Cf(SF). The size of the global N 
even-odd effect in <Sn> is decreasing with increasing fissility.  
The Z even-odd effects in the average prompt Ȗ-ray energy and in the average prompt neutron energy in 
the laboratory system (first order momentum of PFNS) have comparable sizes. They are lower than the even-
odd effects in prompt neutron multiplicity and show a decrease with increasing fissility, too. 
The comparison of even-odd effects of 240Pu(SF) and 239Pu(nth,f) mainly showed that:  
a) the global even-odd effect in Y(Z) of 240Pu(SF) is higher compared to 239Pu(nth,f) confirming the general 
observation of the įY(Z) decrease with increasing excitation energy of the fissioning nucleus. 
b) the size of the N even-odd effect in <Sn> is considerably higher in the case of 240Pu(SF) than for 
239Pu(nth,f). This fact impacts the prompt emission leading to a lower Z even-odd effect in the prompt neutron 
multiplicity of 240Pu(SF) compared to 239Pu(nth,f). 
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